
With 1800 Watts1 and Sony’s Sound Pressure Horn Technology, Sony’s LBT-GPX555 is 
essential gear for your next house party or backyard BBQ.

1800W Bluetooth Wireless Music System

•	 Powerful 1800 Watt (RMS) 2.1 channel Music System1

•	 2-way bass reflex speaker system w/dedicated 10” 

subwoofer

•	 Wirelessly stream music from compatible Bluetooth® 

devices2

•	 CD player6, FM/AM radio, EQ, DJ effects, Bass Bazuca

•	 Party Chain stereos together for even more powerful 

sound3

•	 Nearly double the sound output w/Sony’s Sound Pressure 

Horn

•	 Multi-color LED light show brings your music to life

•	 Audio inputs so you can easily connect any audio 

devices3

•	 Dual USB ports allow you to easily playback & record 

music4

•	 N.F.C., SongPAL™ App5, Child Lock, remote control & more

Features

Powerful Impact!
Simple and easy-to-use, Sony’s LBT-GPX555 is a full featured stereo that rivals the performance of more expensive complex 
stereo system.  And with 1800 Watts1, along with Sony’s Sound Pressure Horn Technology, the GPX555 is a proven party 
starter, and essential gear for your next house party or backyard BBQ.  

2-way speaker design 

Two, 2-way front speakers, and a powerful dedicated 10” subwoofer, deliver a well-balanced powerful sound with 
excellent bass.

Sound Pressure Horn Technology
Sony Sound Pressure Horn technology elevates bass to a new level!  Using a modern-day horn loaded speaker design, the 
Sound Pressure Horn delivers greater acoustic power and increased sound pressure levels, with much less distortion when 
compared to traditional speaker cabinet designs, for music you can’t help but feel.

Sony-unique audio technologies:
Two Sony-unique technologies deliver improved audio.

DSEE revitalizes and extends audio frequency response for enhanced sound quality.

ClearAudio+TM renders incredibly vibrant sound with more powerful bass and crisp highs. 

Party Chain
With Party Chain you can connect (daisy-chain) two or more stereos together and play the same song for an 
unbelievable, mind-blowing sound experience3. Party chain can also be used to create a simple, yet immersive home 
theater experience in addition to an unbelievable music experience.  

* Note Party Chain works with any existing stereo system (not just Sony).

Stream your music wirelessly
Wirelessly stream music from any compatible Bluetooth®2 device.  With Near Field Communication (NFC) technology, 
connecting your smartphone, iPad®, computer, or other Bluetooth® device is a snap.  Just tap your compatible NFC 
device to your LBT-GPX555 and you’re ready to start streaming2. It even remembers the most recent devices, so 
reconnecting is even simpler.    

Light show brings your music to life
For added impact, multi-color LED light shows bring your music to life.  The integrated lighting adds a flashy new dimension 
to the listening experience.  Hands down this will be the most fun you’ll have with a stereo system.  

EQ and DJ special effects

LBT-GPX555

Bullets



1. Measurements: 4 Ohm Channel load at 40-600 Hz with a THD of 0.7%

2. Interoperability and compatibility among Bluetooth devices vary

3. Cable sold separately

4. Not all USB devices are compatible.  Consult www.esupport.sony.com for complete details. 

5. Subject to app terms and conditions 

6. Playback may not be compatible with all files, depending on recording conditions. 
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Use either of the two rear panel mounted RCA inputs connections4 to playback external audio/video equipment and 
hear your TV/DVD or PC/Game console through the audio system.

Recreate the Stadium Thrill
Experience a true-to-life stadium sound experience with Football mode and feel as though you were in a stadium and 
watching the game.  This unique atmosphere is reproduced using acoustic data gathered from real stadium venues. It 
also has a narration off mode that allows you to silence that annoying commentary from the announcer.

Dual USB inputs4

Two, conveniently placed front USB inputs make it not only easy to playback music stored on a smartphone, thumb drive, 
or compatible USB device, but also gives you the ability to record music from a CD, radio, or a wide range of other audio 
devices, onto a flash drive4. 

FM/AM radio
Use the integrated FM/AM tuner to enjoy your local radio station broadcast signals.  Users can also program and select up 
to 20 FM and 10 AM stations. 

Enjoy convenient CD playback6

Enjoy your favorite CDs or personally recorded CD-R and CD-RW discs.  Users can even play MP3 files that have been 
recorded to CD-R/RW discs6.

Dual aux inputs 
Dual rear auxiliary audio inputs allow for an easy, convenient way to connect and enjoy your music from practically any 
audio device including smartphones, MP3 players, tablets, PCs and more3.

Power is nothing without control
The free SongPal™ APP (available at Google Play and the App StoreSM) provides a convenient and easy to use interface 
to discover and connect to various online music services while also controlling the stereo from across the room5.

Child lock
The Child Lock function prevents children from unintentionally operating the stereo.  When the child lock is on, you can 
only control the stereo with the remote control preventing children from playing with, or even breaking it.

LCD display with clock
The LCD display shows source playback information, volume level, sound settings and clock time.  You can even select 
from 3 convenient timer functions including: Play, Sleep, and Record.


